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Abdul Haleemz(17/8/96)
 
My name is Haleem and i like writing poems
i don't know why but i just do
cuz i like reading poems
and it makes me want to write poems
awell, ... so just can't help but to join in
and write poems
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Blessed
 
i don't know why skies
are blue
and how dreams
come true
but i do know that im blessed
to know
someone like you
 
Abdul Haleemz
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Mirror Mirror
 
Mirror Mirror on the Wall
Tell me why, out of all
whose the boss of this world
is it the queen
or is it just my dreams
i can not tell
but only you can.
 
Abdul Haleemz
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Soulmate
 
A Life without a Soul is nothing but Bones
A Life without a Goal is nothing but a Heartless Soul
And so they say, ...
A soul mate is someone that is always by you
But your soul remains yours
A soul mate is someone you might be imagining about
But your soul remains yours
A soul mate is someone who is forever by you
But your soul remains yours
A soul mate can be male or female
But your soul remains yours
Your gender, your dignity, your loved ones
Will always remain yours
As long as you hold onto it
And never let it go
Because sometimes, ...
A soul mate may be pure evil and can take it all away from you
Without you noticing a single whisper, ...
A single sound will never come through you
Unless you stay alerted
And never let those dear to you go, ...
 
Abdul Haleemz
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